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    1.1.1.1. IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

    This Total Station Training Manual is intended to help you This Total Station Training Manual is intended to help you This Total Station Training Manual is intended to help you This Total Station Training Manual is intended to help you 

understand and get the most out of the Sokkia Total Station that understand and get the most out of the Sokkia Total Station that understand and get the most out of the Sokkia Total Station that understand and get the most out of the Sokkia Total Station that 

you have choyou have choyou have choyou have chosen.  This training manual in not intended to replace sen.  This training manual in not intended to replace sen.  This training manual in not intended to replace sen.  This training manual in not intended to replace 

the instrument manual that you received with your total station.  the instrument manual that you received with your total station.  the instrument manual that you received with your total station.  the instrument manual that you received with your total station.  

However, this training manual should be used to help you get up However, this training manual should be used to help you get up However, this training manual should be used to help you get up However, this training manual should be used to help you get up 

and running must quicker than you might normally would.and running must quicker than you might normally would.and running must quicker than you might normally would.and running must quicker than you might normally would.    

    

    How to use thiHow to use thiHow to use thiHow to use this training manuals training manuals training manuals training manual    

    

    To get the best results from this manual, you should read it cover to To get the best results from this manual, you should read it cover to To get the best results from this manual, you should read it cover to To get the best results from this manual, you should read it cover to 

cover once, then setup your instrument and go through the cover once, then setup your instrument and go through the cover once, then setup your instrument and go through the cover once, then setup your instrument and go through the 

functions of the instrument using this manual as your tour guide.  functions of the instrument using this manual as your tour guide.  functions of the instrument using this manual as your tour guide.  functions of the instrument using this manual as your tour guide.      

    

    At the beginning of each section a ResAt the beginning of each section a ResAt the beginning of each section a ResAt the beginning of each section a Resource Box will precede the ource Box will precede the ource Box will precede the ource Box will precede the 

written directions.  The Resource Box will tell you before hand what written directions.  The Resource Box will tell you before hand what written directions.  The Resource Box will tell you before hand what written directions.  The Resource Box will tell you before hand what 

buttons on the instrument that you will be using during this buttons on the instrument that you will be using during this buttons on the instrument that you will be using during this buttons on the instrument that you will be using during this 

particular procedure and where in the instrument manual to find particular procedure and where in the instrument manual to find particular procedure and where in the instrument manual to find particular procedure and where in the instrument manual to find 

additional information about that fadditional information about that fadditional information about that fadditional information about that function of the instrument.unction of the instrument.unction of the instrument.unction of the instrument.    

    

    We’ve tried to make this Total Station Training Manual as userWe’ve tried to make this Total Station Training Manual as userWe’ve tried to make this Total Station Training Manual as userWe’ve tried to make this Total Station Training Manual as user----

friendly as possible.  If you have any suggestions or comments friendly as possible.  If you have any suggestions or comments friendly as possible.  If you have any suggestions or comments friendly as possible.  If you have any suggestions or comments 

please submit them to:please submit them to:please submit them to:please submit them to:    

    

        Sokkia CorporationSokkia CorporationSokkia CorporationSokkia Corporation    

        Training CenterTraining CenterTraining CenterTraining Center    

        9111 Barton9111 Barton9111 Barton9111 Barton    

        Overland Park, Kansas Overland Park, Kansas Overland Park, Kansas Overland Park, Kansas 66214662146621466214    
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1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1. SymbologySymbologySymbologySymbology    

        

    The following symbols represents the icons found on the SET2, 3, The following symbols represents the icons found on the SET2, 3, The following symbols represents the icons found on the SET2, 3, The following symbols represents the icons found on the SET2, 3, 

4, BII and CII series total stations.  Please make yourself very 4, BII and CII series total stations.  Please make yourself very 4, BII and CII series total stations.  Please make yourself very 4, BII and CII series total stations.  Please make yourself very 

familiar with the following icons.  This will help you learn your total familiar with the following icons.  This will help you learn your total familiar with the following icons.  This will help you learn your total familiar with the following icons.  This will help you learn your total 

station much quicker than usual.station much quicker than usual.station much quicker than usual.station much quicker than usual.    

    

    

    

LETTERLETTERLETTERLETTER    DEFINITIONDEFINITIONDEFINITIONDEFINITION    

AAAA    Recalls last distance or NEZ reading or enters a negative number 

BBBB    Slope distance or number 7 

CCCC    Horizontal distance or number 8 

DDDD    Vertical difference in height or number 9 

EEEE    Light key 

FFFF    Decimal point or Setting out  

GGGG    Calculate a coordinate or number 4 

HHHH    Remote elevation or number 5 

IIII    Missing line measurement or number 6 

JJJJ    Clear entry  

KKKK    Card reader or number 0 

LLLL    Menu key (Configuration, Coordinate entry)  or number 1 

NNNN    Programs key (Resection, Correction and Pt. replace) or number 2 

MMMM    Theodolite mode or number 3 

OOOO    Enter key or Shift mode 
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LetterLetterLetterLetter    FunctionFunctionFunctionFunction    

AAAA    Change the E.D.M. mode.  (Fine, Coarse, Tracking) 

BBBB    Enter theodolite height 

CCCC    Enter target height 

DDDD    Offset (Angle or Distance) 

EEEE     E.D.M. signal strength 

FFFF    Coordinate entry (Station, BS, Stake-out point) 

GGGG    Entry of stake-out distance and/or angle 

HHHH    Changes distance display to feet or meters for 6 seconds 

IIII    Calculate BS azimuth 

JJJJ    No 

KKKK    Set the horizontal angle to zero 

LLLL    Input a known horizontal angle 

MMMM    Hold the horizontal angle 

NNNN    Horizontal angle right, left, or repetition of angle 

OOOO    Yes 
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1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2. ConfigurationsConfigurationsConfigurationsConfigurations    

        

    This is one of the most important sections in these manual.  This is one of the most important sections in these manual.  This is one of the most important sections in these manual.  This is one of the most important sections in these manual.      

    The configurationThe configurationThe configurationThe configuration of your instrument is vital to your productivity.   of your instrument is vital to your productivity.   of your instrument is vital to your productivity.   of your instrument is vital to your productivity.  

When you learn how to configure your instrument to the way you When you learn how to configure your instrument to the way you When you learn how to configure your instrument to the way you When you learn how to configure your instrument to the way you 

survey, you will benefit by getting the most out of your instrument.survey, you will benefit by getting the most out of your instrument.survey, you will benefit by getting the most out of your instrument.survey, you will benefit by getting the most out of your instrument.    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

        

    

    

    

    The follow screen snaps will appear when you are in the The follow screen snaps will appear when you are in the The follow screen snaps will appear when you are in the The follow screen snaps will appear when you are in the 

CCCConfiguration Menu by pressing the up or down arrow keys.onfiguration Menu by pressing the up or down arrow keys.onfiguration Menu by pressing the up or down arrow keys.onfiguration Menu by pressing the up or down arrow keys.    

    When you want to change the settings on the screen, press the When you want to change the settings on the screen, press the When you want to change the settings on the screen, press the When you want to change the settings on the screen, press the 

“ENTER” key.“ENTER” key.“ENTER” key.“ENTER” key.    

    

    
    If you are using a ‘C” series instrument, you have the ability to input If you are using a ‘C” series instrument, you have the ability to input If you are using a ‘C” series instrument, you have the ability to input If you are using a ‘C” series instrument, you have the ability to input 

coordinates for staking out from either the datcoordinates for staking out from either the datcoordinates for staking out from either the datcoordinates for staking out from either the data card on board the a card on board the a card on board the a card on board the 

instrument or by hand input.  If you are using a “B” series instrument or by hand input.  If you are using a “B” series instrument or by hand input.  If you are using a “B” series instrument or by hand input.  If you are using a “B” series 

instrument the only chose you have is to hand enter the instrument the only chose you have is to hand enter the instrument the only chose you have is to hand enter the instrument the only chose you have is to hand enter the 

coordinates.coordinates.coordinates.coordinates.    

    

    
    When using a “C” series instrument, you can specify if you want to When using a “C” series instrument, you can specify if you want to When using a “C” series instrument, you can specify if you want to When using a “C” series instrument, you can specify if you want to 

send the data to the card or send itsend the data to the card or send itsend the data to the card or send itsend the data to the card or send it to an external device.  You can  to an external device.  You can  to an external device.  You can  to an external device.  You can 

specify weather or not to input a code, also weather or not to input specify weather or not to input a code, also weather or not to input specify weather or not to input a code, also weather or not to input specify weather or not to input a code, also weather or not to input 

a target height.a target height.a target height.a target height.    

    

    

    

    

    

Depress the MENU key and select number 1, Config.Depress the MENU key and select number 1, Config.Depress the MENU key and select number 1, Config.Depress the MENU key and select number 1, Config.    
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    This allows you to turn on your dual axis compensation by selecting This allows you to turn on your dual axis compensation by selecting This allows you to turn on your dual axis compensation by selecting This allows you to turn on your dual axis compensation by selecting 

YES or turn off the dual axis compensation by selecting NO.YES or turn off the dual axis compensation by selecting NO.YES or turn off the dual axis compensation by selecting NO.YES or turn off the dual axis compensation by selecting NO.    

    

    
    This screen allows you to specify how you will enter your coordinate This screen allows you to specify how you will enter your coordinate This screen allows you to specify how you will enter your coordinate This screen allows you to specify how you will enter your coordinate 

data, Northingdata, Northingdata, Northingdata, Northing----EastingEastingEastingEasting----Elevation or EastingElevation or EastingElevation or EastingElevation or Easting----NorthingNorthingNorthingNorthing----Elevation.Elevation.Elevation.Elevation.    

    

    
    This sets your vertical angle to read from Zenith or Horizontal This sets your vertical angle to read from Zenith or Horizontal This sets your vertical angle to read from Zenith or Horizontal This sets your vertical angle to read from Zenith or Horizontal 

0000°−°−°−°−360360360360°°°° or Horizontal +/ or Horizontal +/ or Horizontal +/ or Horizontal +/---- 90 90 90 90°°°°....    

    

    
    This sets the minimum display angle.  If you are using a 2BII, 2CII, This sets the minimum display angle.  If you are using a 2BII, 2CII, This sets the minimum display angle.  If you are using a 2BII, 2CII, This sets the minimum display angle.  If you are using a 2BII, 2CII, 

3BII, 3CII your choice is 1” or 5” increments.  If you are using a 4BII 3BII, 3CII your choice is 1” or 5” increments.  If you are using a 4BII 3BII, 3CII your choice is 1” or 5” increments.  If you are using a 4BII 3BII, 3CII your choice is 1” or 5” increments.  If you are using a 4BII 

or 4CII your choice is 5” or 10” increments.or 4CII your choice is 5” or 10” increments.or 4CII your choice is 5” or 10” increments.or 4CII your choice is 5” or 10” increments.    

    

    
    When using an external device (oWhen using an external device (oWhen using an external device (oWhen using an external device (other than an SDRther than an SDRther than an SDRther than an SDR----33) this allows 33) this allows 33) this allows 33) this allows 

you to set the communication parameters.  Baud rate (1200you to set the communication parameters.  Baud rate (1200you to set the communication parameters.  Baud rate (1200you to set the communication parameters.  Baud rate (1200----2400), 2400), 2400), 2400), 

Checksum (Yes or No), Parity bit (No or YesChecksum (Yes or No), Parity bit (No or YesChecksum (Yes or No), Parity bit (No or YesChecksum (Yes or No), Parity bit (No or Yes----even).even).even).even).    

    

    
    When you first turn on your instrument, you have to index both the When you first turn on your instrument, you have to index both the When you first turn on your instrument, you have to index both the When you first turn on your instrument, you have to index both the 

vertical circle and the horizontal cvertical circle and the horizontal cvertical circle and the horizontal cvertical circle and the horizontal circles.  By selecting “Auto” ircles.  By selecting “Auto” ircles.  By selecting “Auto” ircles.  By selecting “Auto”     

        

        

    

    the instrument will orientate the vertical circle to 90the instrument will orientate the vertical circle to 90the instrument will orientate the vertical circle to 90the instrument will orientate the vertical circle to 90°°°°.  If you select .  If you select .  If you select .  If you select 

“Manual”, you will have to collimate your instrument vertically ever “Manual”, you will have to collimate your instrument vertically ever “Manual”, you will have to collimate your instrument vertically ever “Manual”, you will have to collimate your instrument vertically ever 
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    time you turn your instrument on.  Selecting “Manual” is not time you turn your instrument on.  Selecting “Manual” is not time you turn your instrument on.  Selecting “Manual” is not time you turn your instrument on.  Selecting “Manual” is not 

recommended.recommended.recommended.recommended.    

    

    
    Much like the Vertical Indexing, the Horizontal Indexing ( when the Much like the Vertical Indexing, the Horizontal Indexing ( when the Much like the Vertical Indexing, the Horizontal Indexing ( when the Much like the Vertical Indexing, the Horizontal Indexing ( when the 

instrument is turned oninstrument is turned oninstrument is turned oninstrument is turned on ) needs the instrument to rotated 360 ) needs the instrument to rotated 360 ) needs the instrument to rotated 360 ) needs the instrument to rotated 360°°°°    

horizontally.  When the Horizontal Indexing is set to “Auto” the horizontally.  When the Horizontal Indexing is set to “Auto” the horizontally.  When the Horizontal Indexing is set to “Auto” the horizontally.  When the Horizontal Indexing is set to “Auto” the 

instrument will remember where the horizontal circle is set to Zero, instrument will remember where the horizontal circle is set to Zero, instrument will remember where the horizontal circle is set to Zero, instrument will remember where the horizontal circle is set to Zero, 

ever after the instrument is turned off.  When the Horizontal Indexing ever after the instrument is turned off.  When the Horizontal Indexing ever after the instrument is turned off.  When the Horizontal Indexing ever after the instrument is turned off.  When the Horizontal Indexing 

is set to “is set to “is set to “is set to “Manual” the instrument will not have to be rotated 360Manual” the instrument will not have to be rotated 360Manual” the instrument will not have to be rotated 360Manual” the instrument will not have to be rotated 360°°°°    

after it is turned on.after it is turned on.after it is turned on.after it is turned on.    

    

    
    If you would like to have the instrument automatically correct for the If you would like to have the instrument automatically correct for the If you would like to have the instrument automatically correct for the If you would like to have the instrument automatically correct for the 

Earth’s curvature and refraction (C + R).  You will have three Earth’s curvature and refraction (C + R).  You will have three Earth’s curvature and refraction (C + R).  You will have three Earth’s curvature and refraction (C + R).  You will have three 

choices; No, Yes K=0.142, Yes K=0.20.  choices; No, Yes K=0.142, Yes K=0.20.  choices; No, Yes K=0.142, Yes K=0.20.  choices; No, Yes K=0.142, Yes K=0.20.  In the United States most In the United States most In the United States most In the United States most 

surveyors will select Yes K=0.142.surveyors will select Yes K=0.142.surveyors will select Yes K=0.142.surveyors will select Yes K=0.142.    

    

    
    This allows you to setup your units of measurement.  Feet or meters This allows you to setup your units of measurement.  Feet or meters This allows you to setup your units of measurement.  Feet or meters This allows you to setup your units of measurement.  Feet or meters 

for distance measuring, Degrees or Gons for angle measurement, for distance measuring, Degrees or Gons for angle measurement, for distance measuring, Degrees or Gons for angle measurement, for distance measuring, Degrees or Gons for angle measurement, 

or the temperature and pressure settings.  You can set the Por the temperature and pressure settings.  You can set the Por the temperature and pressure settings.  You can set the Por the temperature and pressure settings.  You can set the PPM in PM in PM in PM in 

°C & mbar, °C & mmHg, °F & mbar, °F & mmHg or °F & inches Hg. °C & mbar, °C & mmHg, °F & mbar, °F & mmHg or °F & inches Hg. °C & mbar, °C & mmHg, °F & mbar, °F & mmHg or °F & inches Hg. °C & mbar, °C & mmHg, °F & mbar, °F & mmHg or °F & inches Hg.     

    

    
    If the instrument is left untouched for 30 minutes, the instrument will If the instrument is left untouched for 30 minutes, the instrument will If the instrument is left untouched for 30 minutes, the instrument will If the instrument is left untouched for 30 minutes, the instrument will 

turn itself off.  You can also select for the instrument not to turn itself turn itself off.  You can also select for the instrument not to turn itself turn itself off.  You can also select for the instrument not to turn itself turn itself off.  You can also select for the instrument not to turn itself 

off by choosing “Power On/Off by keoff by choosing “Power On/Off by keoff by choosing “Power On/Off by keoff by choosing “Power On/Off by key operation”.y operation”.y operation”.y operation”.    
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    By selecting “Key On/Off by key operation” the backlight is By selecting “Key On/Off by key operation” the backlight is By selecting “Key On/Off by key operation” the backlight is By selecting “Key On/Off by key operation” the backlight is 

completely controlled by you.  When you need the backlight on, completely controlled by you.  When you need the backlight on, completely controlled by you.  When you need the backlight on, completely controlled by you.  When you need the backlight on, 

press the light key.  When you want to turn it off, depress the light press the light key.  When you want to turn it off, depress the light press the light key.  When you want to turn it off, depress the light press the light key.  When you want to turn it off, depress the light 

key again.  Or select “30 second timekey again.  Or select “30 second timekey again.  Or select “30 second timekey again.  Or select “30 second time----outoutoutout” so the light will ” so the light will ” so the light will ” so the light will 

automatically turn itself off after 30 seconds.automatically turn itself off after 30 seconds.automatically turn itself off after 30 seconds.automatically turn itself off after 30 seconds.    

    

    
    When Audio for return signal is On, the instrument will hum when it When Audio for return signal is On, the instrument will hum when it When Audio for return signal is On, the instrument will hum when it When Audio for return signal is On, the instrument will hum when it 

acquired a prism.  This only works when you depress the acquired a prism.  This only works when you depress the acquired a prism.  This only works when you depress the acquired a prism.  This only works when you depress the 

SHFTSHFTSHFTSHFT  and signal acquisition button  and signal acquisition button  and signal acquisition button  and signal acquisition button ....    

    

    
    This screen will This screen will This screen will This screen will allow you to set the intensity of the reticle allow you to set the intensity of the reticle allow you to set the intensity of the reticle allow you to set the intensity of the reticle 

illumination to either bright or dim.illumination to either bright or dim.illumination to either bright or dim.illumination to either bright or dim.    

    

    
    This is a quick way to configure your instrument.  This will set the This is a quick way to configure your instrument.  This will set the This is a quick way to configure your instrument.  This will set the This is a quick way to configure your instrument.  This will set the 

instruments parameters back to the original factory settings.  The instruments parameters back to the original factory settings.  The instruments parameters back to the original factory settings.  The instruments parameters back to the original factory settings.  The 

following table is a listing of following table is a listing of following table is a listing of following table is a listing of the factor settings.the factor settings.the factor settings.the factor settings.    

    

Screen order Parameter Factory default setting 

1111    Coordinate data from Keyboard 

2222    Recording Out, Code, Target ht. 

3333    Tilt correction Yes 

4444    Coordinate format N, E, Z 

5555    V angle format Zenith 

6666    Angle resolution 1” (5”) 

7777    RS232C format 1200 
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Screen order Parameter Factory default 

8888    V indexing Auto 

9999    H indexing Auto 

10101010    C+R correction No 

11111111    Units M, D, C & mbar 

12121212    Auto power off 30min timeout 

13131313    Backlight control Key on/off 

14141414    Audio for return signal On 

15151515    Reticle illumination Bright 

16161616    Config Default set  

    

    After you have become familiar with the configuration parameters, After you have become familiar with the configuration parameters, After you have become familiar with the configuration parameters, After you have become familiar with the configuration parameters, 

make sure you set the parameters for the way you survey.make sure you set the parameters for the way you survey.make sure you set the parameters for the way you survey.make sure you set the parameters for the way you survey.    
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1.3.1.3.1.3.1.3. Leveling the instrumentLeveling the instrumentLeveling the instrumentLeveling the instrument    

    

    Setting up the instrumentSetting up the instrumentSetting up the instrumentSetting up the instrument    

    

    Mount the battery in the instrumentMount the battery in the instrumentMount the battery in the instrumentMount the battery in the instrument before performing this  before performing this  before performing this  before performing this 

operation, because the instrument will tilt slightly if the battery is operation, because the instrument will tilt slightly if the battery is operation, because the instrument will tilt slightly if the battery is operation, because the instrument will tilt slightly if the battery is 

mounted after leveling.mounted after leveling.mounted after leveling.mounted after leveling.    

    

    Set up the tripodSet up the tripodSet up the tripodSet up the tripod    

    

1)1)1)1) Make sure the tripod legs are spaced at equal intervals and the Make sure the tripod legs are spaced at equal intervals and the Make sure the tripod legs are spaced at equal intervals and the Make sure the tripod legs are spaced at equal intervals and the 

head is approximately level.head is approximately level.head is approximately level.head is approximately level.    

2)2)2)2) Set the tripod so that Set the tripod so that Set the tripod so that Set the tripod so that the head is positioned over the surveying the head is positioned over the surveying the head is positioned over the surveying the head is positioned over the surveying 

point.point.point.point.    

3)3)3)3) Make sure the tripod shoes are firmly fixed in the ground.Make sure the tripod shoes are firmly fixed in the ground.Make sure the tripod shoes are firmly fixed in the ground.Make sure the tripod shoes are firmly fixed in the ground.    

    

Install the instrumentInstall the instrumentInstall the instrumentInstall the instrument    

    

4)4)4)4) Place the instrument on the tripod head.Place the instrument on the tripod head.Place the instrument on the tripod head.Place the instrument on the tripod head.    

5)5)5)5) Supporting it with one hand, tighten the centering screw on the Supporting it with one hand, tighten the centering screw on the Supporting it with one hand, tighten the centering screw on the Supporting it with one hand, tighten the centering screw on the 

bottom of the unitbottom of the unitbottom of the unitbottom of the unit to make sure it is secured to the tripod. to make sure it is secured to the tripod. to make sure it is secured to the tripod. to make sure it is secured to the tripod.    

    

Focus on the surveying pointFocus on the surveying pointFocus on the surveying pointFocus on the surveying point    

    

6)6)6)6) Looking through the optical plummet eyepiece, turn the optical Looking through the optical plummet eyepiece, turn the optical Looking through the optical plummet eyepiece, turn the optical Looking through the optical plummet eyepiece, turn the optical 

plummet eyepiece to focus on the reticle.plummet eyepiece to focus on the reticle.plummet eyepiece to focus on the reticle.plummet eyepiece to focus on the reticle.    

7)7)7)7) Turn the optical plummet focusing ring to focus on the surveying Turn the optical plummet focusing ring to focus on the surveying Turn the optical plummet focusing ring to focus on the surveying Turn the optical plummet focusing ring to focus on the surveying 

point.point.point.point.    

    

        LeLeLeLevelingvelingvelingveling    

    

Center the surveying point in the reticleCenter the surveying point in the reticleCenter the surveying point in the reticleCenter the surveying point in the reticle    

    

8)8)8)8) Adjust the leveling foot screws to center the surveying point in the Adjust the leveling foot screws to center the surveying point in the Adjust the leveling foot screws to center the surveying point in the Adjust the leveling foot screws to center the surveying point in the 

optical plummet reticle.optical plummet reticle.optical plummet reticle.optical plummet reticle.    
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Center the bubble in the circular levelCenter the bubble in the circular levelCenter the bubble in the circular levelCenter the bubble in the circular level    

    
9)9)9)9) Observe the offObserve the offObserve the offObserve the off----center direction of the bcenter direction of the bcenter direction of the bcenter direction of the bubble in the circular level, ubble in the circular level, ubble in the circular level, ubble in the circular level, 

and shorten the nearest tripod leg, or extend the leg farthest from and shorten the nearest tripod leg, or extend the leg farthest from and shorten the nearest tripod leg, or extend the leg farthest from and shorten the nearest tripod leg, or extend the leg farthest from 

that direction to center the bubble.that direction to center the bubble.that direction to center the bubble.that direction to center the bubble.    

    

    

10)10)10)10) One more tripod leg must be adjusted to center the bubble.One more tripod leg must be adjusted to center the bubble.One more tripod leg must be adjusted to center the bubble.One more tripod leg must be adjusted to center the bubble.    

    

Center the bubble in the plate levelCenter the bubble in the plate levelCenter the bubble in the plate levelCenter the bubble in the plate level    

    

11)11)11)11) Loosen the horizontal Loosen the horizontal Loosen the horizontal Loosen the horizontal clamp to turn the upper part of the instrument clamp to turn the upper part of the instrument clamp to turn the upper part of the instrument clamp to turn the upper part of the instrument 

until the plate level is parallel to a line between leveling screws A until the plate level is parallel to a line between leveling screws A until the plate level is parallel to a line between leveling screws A until the plate level is parallel to a line between leveling screws A 

and B.and B.and B.and B.    

    

    
    

Turn 90° and center the bubbleTurn 90° and center the bubbleTurn 90° and center the bubbleTurn 90° and center the bubble    

    

12)12)12)12) Turn the upper part of the instrument through 90°.  The plate level is Turn the upper part of the instrument through 90°.  The plate level is Turn the upper part of the instrument through 90°.  The plate level is Turn the upper part of the instrument through 90°.  The plate level is 

now perpendicular to a linow perpendicular to a linow perpendicular to a linow perpendicular to a line between leveling screws A and B.ne between leveling screws A and B.ne between leveling screws A and B.ne between leveling screws A and B.    

13)13)13)13) Center the air bubble, using leveling screwsCenter the air bubble, using leveling screwsCenter the air bubble, using leveling screwsCenter the air bubble, using leveling screws    

    

Turn another 90° and check bubble positionTurn another 90° and check bubble positionTurn another 90° and check bubble positionTurn another 90° and check bubble position    
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14)14)14)14) Turn the upper part of the instrument a further 90° and check to see Turn the upper part of the instrument a further 90° and check to see Turn the upper part of the instrument a further 90° and check to see Turn the upper part of the instrument a further 90° and check to see 

if the bubble is in the center of the plate level.  If thif the bubble is in the center of the plate level.  If thif the bubble is in the center of the plate level.  If thif the bubble is in the center of the plate level.  If the bubble is offe bubble is offe bubble is offe bubble is off----

center, perform the following:center, perform the following:center, perform the following:center, perform the following:    

    

    1.1.1.1.    Adjust leveling screws A and B in equal and Adjust leveling screws A and B in equal and Adjust leveling screws A and B in equal and Adjust leveling screws A and B in equal and             

    opposite directions, to remove half of the bubble opposite directions, to remove half of the bubble opposite directions, to remove half of the bubble opposite directions, to remove half of the bubble         

    displacement.displacement.displacement.displacement.    

    2.2.2.2.    Turn the upper part a further 90°, and use leveling Turn the upper part a further 90°, and use leveling Turn the upper part a further 90°, and use leveling Turn the upper part a further 90°, and use leveling         

    screw C to remove half of the screw C to remove half of the screw C to remove half of the screw C to remove half of the displacement in this displacement in this displacement in this displacement in this         

    direction.direction.direction.direction.    
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1.4.1.4.1.4.1.4. Check the tilt sensorsCheck the tilt sensorsCheck the tilt sensorsCheck the tilt sensors    

    

    Due to the fact that your total station uses dual axis compensation Due to the fact that your total station uses dual axis compensation Due to the fact that your total station uses dual axis compensation Due to the fact that your total station uses dual axis compensation 

for better accuracy, it is important that you check the adjustment of for better accuracy, it is important that you check the adjustment of for better accuracy, it is important that you check the adjustment of for better accuracy, it is important that you check the adjustment of 

the tilt sensors for time to time.  This procedure is hithe tilt sensors for time to time.  This procedure is hithe tilt sensors for time to time.  This procedure is hithe tilt sensors for time to time.  This procedure is highly ghly ghly ghly 

recommended and only takes a couple minutes.recommended and only takes a couple minutes.recommended and only takes a couple minutes.recommended and only takes a couple minutes.    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    Turn the instrument on, level it and index the circles.Turn the instrument on, level it and index the circles.Turn the instrument on, level it and index the circles.Turn the instrument on, level it and index the circles.    

    

    1.1.1.1.    At the theodolite screen At the theodolite screen At the theodolite screen At the theodolite screen , press the , press the , press the , press the 

    theodolite key theodolite key theodolite key theodolite key .  The display will change to the “Tilt .  The display will change to the “Tilt .  The display will change to the “Tilt .  The display will change to the “Tilt 

    sensor” screen sensor” screen sensor” screen sensor” screen .  In a field book .  In a field book .  In a field book .  In a field book     record record record record 

the X and Y value. (Be sure to note weather the the X and Y value. (Be sure to note weather the the X and Y value. (Be sure to note weather the the X and Y value. (Be sure to note weather the     value is a value is a value is a value is a 

positive or negitive number)positive or negitive number)positive or negitive number)positive or negitive number)    

    

    2.2.2.2.    Rotate the instrument 180° (let the instrument settle for 10 Rotate the instrument 180° (let the instrument settle for 10 Rotate the instrument 180° (let the instrument settle for 10 Rotate the instrument 180° (let the instrument settle for 10 

    to 15 seconds) and record the X and Y values. (Be sure to to 15 seconds) and record the X and Y values. (Be sure to to 15 seconds) and record the X and Y values. (Be sure to to 15 seconds) and record the X and Y values. (Be sure to 

    note weathenote weathenote weathenote weather the value is a positive or negitive number)r the value is a positive or negitive number)r the value is a positive or negitive number)r the value is a positive or negitive number)    

    

    3.3.3.3.    The values that you have recorded should be directly The values that you have recorded should be directly The values that you have recorded should be directly The values that you have recorded should be directly 

    opposite of each other.  For example: opposite of each other.  For example: opposite of each other.  For example: opposite of each other.  For example:     

            

Observation faceObservation faceObservation faceObservation face    X ValueX ValueX ValueX Value     Y Value Y Value Y Value Y Value    

Face 1 XFace 1 XFace 1 XFace 1 X    0°00’35”0°00’35”0°00’35”0°00’35”        

Face 1 YFace 1 YFace 1 YFace 1 Y        0°01’10”0°01’10”0°01’10”0°01’10”    

Face 2 XFace 2 XFace 2 XFace 2 X    ----0°00’35”0°00’35”0°00’35”0°00’35”        

Face 2 YFace 2 YFace 2 YFace 2 Y        ----0°0°0°0°01’00”01’00”01’00”01’00”    

X differenceX differenceX differenceX difference    0°00’00”0°00’00”0°00’00”0°00’00”        

When adjusting the tilt sensors, you willWhen adjusting the tilt sensors, you willWhen adjusting the tilt sensors, you willWhen adjusting the tilt sensors, you will use the theodolite key use the theodolite key use the theodolite key use the theodolite key    

, the SHFT key , the SHFT key , the SHFT key , the SHFT key , and the zero set key , and the zero set key , and the zero set key , and the zero set key ....    
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    Y differenceY differenceY differenceY difference        0°00’10”0°00’10”0°00’10”0°00’10”    

    

    4.4.4.4.    Using the above table as an example, the X axis is right on Using the above table as an example, the X axis is right on Using the above table as an example, the X axis is right on Using the above table as an example, the X axis is right on 

    and the Y axis is 10” off.  Because we read the tilt sensors and the Y axis is 10” off.  Because we read the tilt sensors and the Y axis is 10” off.  Because we read the tilt sensors and the Y axis is 10” off.  Because we read the tilt sensors 

    in both the Face 1 and Face 2 positions, you should divide in both the Face 1 and Face 2 positions, you should divide in both the Face 1 and Face 2 positions, you should divide in both the Face 1 and Face 2 positions, you should divide 

    the results the results the results the results by 2.  Thus, X=0” /2 = 0”, Y=10” /2 = 5”.  We by 2.  Thus, X=0” /2 = 0”, Y=10” /2 = 5”.  We by 2.  Thus, X=0” /2 = 0”, Y=10” /2 = 5”.  We by 2.  Thus, X=0” /2 = 0”, Y=10” /2 = 5”.  We 

    have no error in the X axis and 5” of error in the Y axis.  have no error in the X axis and 5” of error in the Y axis.  have no error in the X axis and 5” of error in the Y axis.  have no error in the X axis and 5” of error in the Y axis.  

    The tilt sensors should be within the stated accuracy of The tilt sensors should be within the stated accuracy of The tilt sensors should be within the stated accuracy of The tilt sensors should be within the stated accuracy of 

    your instrument.  For instance, using the above example, if your instrument.  For instance, using the above example, if your instrument.  For instance, using the above example, if your instrument.  For instance, using the above example, if 

    you have a SET4BII or SET4CIIyou have a SET4BII or SET4CIIyou have a SET4BII or SET4CIIyou have a SET4BII or SET4CII, the stated accuracy is 5” , the stated accuracy is 5” , the stated accuracy is 5” , the stated accuracy is 5” 

    so the tilt sensor is in adjustment.so the tilt sensor is in adjustment.so the tilt sensor is in adjustment.so the tilt sensor is in adjustment.    

    

    If the X and/or Y results are out of adjustmentIf the X and/or Y results are out of adjustmentIf the X and/or Y results are out of adjustmentIf the X and/or Y results are out of adjustment    

    

    1.1.1.1.    Begin at the tilt sensor screen and press the SHFT Begin at the tilt sensor screen and press the SHFT Begin at the tilt sensor screen and press the SHFT Begin at the tilt sensor screen and press the SHFT     

    and zero set keys and zero set keys and zero set keys and zero set keys .  The display will change to .  The display will change to .  The display will change to .  The display will change to     

        .  .  .  .      

    

    2.2.2.2.    Turn the instrumentTurn the instrumentTurn the instrumentTurn the instrument 180° horizontally, let the instrument settle  180° horizontally, let the instrument settle  180° horizontally, let the instrument settle  180° horizontally, let the instrument settle 

for 10 to 15 seconds for 10 to 15 seconds for 10 to 15 seconds for 10 to 15 seconds     
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2.2.2.2. FieldworkFieldworkFieldworkFieldwork    

    

This section of the training manual is intended to aid you in actual field This section of the training manual is intended to aid you in actual field This section of the training manual is intended to aid you in actual field This section of the training manual is intended to aid you in actual field 

work situations.work situations.work situations.work situations.    

    

2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1. Angle measurementAngle measurementAngle measurementAngle measurement    

This section will cover most of the theodolite functions of yoThis section will cover most of the theodolite functions of yoThis section will cover most of the theodolite functions of yoThis section will cover most of the theodolite functions of your SET. ur SET. ur SET. ur SET.     

2.1.1.2.1.1.2.1.1.2.1.1. Setting the horizontal circle to zeroSetting the horizontal circle to zeroSetting the horizontal circle to zeroSetting the horizontal circle to zero    

After you have set up your instrument, typical you will observe your After you have set up your instrument, typical you will observe your After you have set up your instrument, typical you will observe your After you have set up your instrument, typical you will observe your 

backsight.  A good habit to get into is Zero setting the backsight.  A good habit to get into is Zero setting the backsight.  A good habit to get into is Zero setting the backsight.  A good habit to get into is Zero setting the 

horizontal circle to read zero on your backsight.  To horizontal circle to read zero on your backsight.  To horizontal circle to read zero on your backsight.  To horizontal circle to read zero on your backsight.  To 

acomplish this turn the instracomplish this turn the instracomplish this turn the instracomplish this turn the instrument and aim at the backsight.ument and aim at the backsight.ument and aim at the backsight.ument and aim at the backsight.    

    

    Press the Press the Press the Press the  Shift key and then the  Shift key and then the  Shift key and then the  Shift key and then the         

    0 set key.  0 set key.  0 set key.  0 set key.      

    

    The display will change the horizontal angle to zero.The display will change the horizontal angle to zero.The display will change the horizontal angle to zero.The display will change the horizontal angle to zero.    

    

2.1.2.2.1.2.2.1.2.2.1.2. Inputting a known azimuthInputting a known azimuthInputting a known azimuthInputting a known azimuth    

    

If a need arises to input a known backsight azimutIf a need arises to input a known backsight azimutIf a need arises to input a known backsight azimutIf a need arises to input a known backsight azimuth this can be h this can be h this can be h this can be 

done very easy.done very easy.done very easy.done very easy.    

    

    Press the Press the Press the Press the  Shift key and then the  Shift key and then the  Shift key and then the  Shift key and then the angle angle angle angle 

input key.  Now, input the known horizontal angle, input key.  Now, input the known horizontal angle, input key.  Now, input the known horizontal angle, input key.  Now, input the known horizontal angle,     

    e.g. 45e.g. 45e.g. 45e.g. 45°°°°10’15”, you will type 45.1015 and then enter.10’15”, you will type 45.1015 and then enter.10’15”, you will type 45.1015 and then enter.10’15”, you will type 45.1015 and then enter.    
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2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2. Side shots or distance readingSide shots or distance readingSide shots or distance readingSide shots or distance reading    

2.2.1.2.2.1.2.2.1.2.2.1. SettinSettinSettinSetting the prism offset and atmospheric correctiong the prism offset and atmospheric correctiong the prism offset and atmospheric correctiong the prism offset and atmospheric correction    

    

If you have a need to set the atomosphereic correction the SET If you have a need to set the atomosphereic correction the SET If you have a need to set the atomosphereic correction the SET If you have a need to set the atomosphereic correction the SET 

makes it very easy on you.  The only information you will makes it very easy on you.  The only information you will makes it very easy on you.  The only information you will makes it very easy on you.  The only information you will 

input is the current tempature and barametric pressure.  To input is the current tempature and barametric pressure.  To input is the current tempature and barametric pressure.  To input is the current tempature and barametric pressure.  To 

input the values press the input the values press the input the values press the input the values press the  shift key and the  shift key and the  shift key and the  shift key and the     

EDM key.  The display will change to EDM key.  The display will change to EDM key.  The display will change to EDM key.  The display will change to , , , , 

select number 3.  You can chose just to set the ppm values select number 3.  You can chose just to set the ppm values select number 3.  You can chose just to set the ppm values select number 3.  You can chose just to set the ppm values 

to zero or input your values for your ppm.  In this example to zero or input your values for your ppm.  In this example to zero or input your values for your ppm.  In this example to zero or input your values for your ppm.  In this example 

choose number 2, inpuchoose number 2, inpuchoose number 2, inpuchoose number 2, input ppm.  At this point input the t ppm.  At this point input the t ppm.  At this point input the t ppm.  At this point input the 

tempature and pressure and press Enter.  Look at the tempature and pressure and press Enter.  Look at the tempature and pressure and press Enter.  Look at the tempature and pressure and press Enter.  Look at the 

operators window on the SET and you will see a ppm value.  operators window on the SET and you will see a ppm value.  operators window on the SET and you will see a ppm value.  operators window on the SET and you will see a ppm value.  

E.g. E.g. E.g. E.g.     

    

To set your prism constant you follow the same process as setting To set your prism constant you follow the same process as setting To set your prism constant you follow the same process as setting To set your prism constant you follow the same process as setting 

your ppm, accept preyour ppm, accept preyour ppm, accept preyour ppm, accept press 2.  Your display will change to ss 2.  Your display will change to ss 2.  Your display will change to ss 2.  Your display will change to 

.  At this point just type in your .  At this point just type in your .  At this point just type in your .  At this point just type in your 

prism constant.  A typical value is prism constant.  A typical value is prism constant.  A typical value is prism constant.  A typical value is ----30.  Now, just press Enter 30.  Now, just press Enter 30.  Now, just press Enter 30.  Now, just press Enter 

and Clear to return to the main menu.and Clear to return to the main menu.and Clear to return to the main menu.and Clear to return to the main menu.    

    

    

PPMPPMPPMPPM    
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2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2. Slope, Horizontal or Vertical Difference of HeightSlope, Horizontal or Vertical Difference of HeightSlope, Horizontal or Vertical Difference of HeightSlope, Horizontal or Vertical Difference of Height    

    

    

When youWhen youWhen youWhen you are ready to take a distance reading simple aim the  are ready to take a distance reading simple aim the  are ready to take a distance reading simple aim the  are ready to take a distance reading simple aim the 

instrument at your prism and depress the oppropreate instrument at your prism and depress the oppropreate instrument at your prism and depress the oppropreate instrument at your prism and depress the oppropreate 

distance distance key, i.e. slope, horizontal, or vertical distance distance key, i.e. slope, horizontal, or vertical distance distance key, i.e. slope, horizontal, or vertical distance distance key, i.e. slope, horizontal, or vertical 

difference in height.difference in height.difference in height.difference in height.    

    

        
        Slope      Horizontal     Vertical    Slope      Horizontal     Vertical    Slope      Horizontal     Vertical    Slope      Horizontal     Vertical    

    

If youIf youIf youIf you chose to take a slope distance reading and really needed a  chose to take a slope distance reading and really needed a  chose to take a slope distance reading and really needed a  chose to take a slope distance reading and really needed a 

horizontal distance, don’t worry you have two options.  horizontal distance, don’t worry you have two options.  horizontal distance, don’t worry you have two options.  horizontal distance, don’t worry you have two options.  

Ovusely you can retake the shot pressing the horizontal Ovusely you can retake the shot pressing the horizontal Ovusely you can retake the shot pressing the horizontal Ovusely you can retake the shot pressing the horizontal 

distance key, however if the rodperson has moved already distance key, however if the rodperson has moved already distance key, however if the rodperson has moved already distance key, however if the rodperson has moved already 

you can press the you can press the you can press the you can press the  recall key and then press  recall key and then press  recall key and then press  recall key and then press 

whatever distance key you want to review.whatever distance key you want to review.whatever distance key you want to review.whatever distance key you want to review.    

    

When the SET takes a distance reading it solves for all of the When the SET takes a distance reading it solves for all of the When the SET takes a distance reading it solves for all of the When the SET takes a distance reading it solves for all of the 

distances and a coordinate.  So by pressing the recall key distances and a coordinate.  So by pressing the recall key distances and a coordinate.  So by pressing the recall key distances and a coordinate.  So by pressing the recall key 

you can recall any of the distances you might need.you can recall any of the distances you might need.you can recall any of the distances you might need.you can recall any of the distances you might need.    
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2.2.3.2.2.3.2.2.3.2.2.3. Coordinate measurementCoordinate measurementCoordinate measurementCoordinate measurement    

    

The SETB’s, SETC’s and SET5A have the capability of calulating a The SETB’s, SETC’s and SET5A have the capability of calulating a The SETB’s, SETC’s and SET5A have the capability of calulating a The SETB’s, SETC’s and SET5A have the capability of calulating a 

coordinate value based from an azimuth and station coordinate value based from an azimuth and station coordinate value based from an azimuth and station coordinate value based from an azimuth and station 

coordinates that you have entered.  The following is a typical coordinates that you have entered.  The following is a typical coordinates that you have entered.  The following is a typical coordinates that you have entered.  The following is a typical 

flow for coordinate measurements.flow for coordinate measurements.flow for coordinate measurements.flow for coordinate measurements.    

    

    

Inputting StatioInputting StatioInputting StatioInputting Station Coordinatesn Coordinatesn Coordinatesn Coordinates    

        

Press the Press the Press the Press the  Shift key and the  Shift key and the  Shift key and the  Shift key and the  coordinate input key.   coordinate input key.   coordinate input key.   coordinate input key.  

The display will change to The display will change to The display will change to The display will change to .  .  .  .      

    The press the number 1 key to select Station and input the The press the number 1 key to select Station and input the The press the number 1 key to select Station and input the The press the number 1 key to select Station and input the 

display will change to display will change to display will change to display will change to .  The N .  The N .  The N .  The N 

will flash.  Input 1000.00 and press the will flash.  Input 1000.00 and press the will flash.  Input 1000.00 and press the will flash.  Input 1000.00 and press the  Enter key. Enter key. Enter key. Enter key.    

    The E will flash, input 1000.00 and press the Enter key.The E will flash, input 1000.00 and press the Enter key.The E will flash, input 1000.00 and press the Enter key.The E will flash, input 1000.00 and press the Enter key.    

    The Z will flash, input 150.00 and press the Enter key.The Z will flash, input 150.00 and press the Enter key.The Z will flash, input 150.00 and press the Enter key.The Z will flash, input 150.00 and press the Enter key.    

    

    You have just entered your station point coordinates.You have just entered your station point coordinates.You have just entered your station point coordinates.You have just entered your station point coordinates.    

    

If you know your backsight coordinates, press number 2 If you know your backsight coordinates, press number 2 If you know your backsight coordinates, press number 2 If you know your backsight coordinates, press number 2 

“BACKSIGHT” and follow the same procedures as above to “BACKSIGHT” and follow the same procedures as above to “BACKSIGHT” and follow the same procedures as above to “BACKSIGHT” and follow the same procedures as above to 

enter your backsight coordinates.  For this example enter in;enter your backsight coordinates.  For this example enter in;enter your backsight coordinates.  For this example enter in;enter your backsight coordinates.  For this example enter in;

    NNNN    1500.001500.001500.001500.00    

            EEEE    1500.001500.001500.001500.00    

            ZZZZ    125.00125.00125.00125.00    

    After you enter the Z value and press Enter, preAfter you enter the Z value and press Enter, preAfter you enter the Z value and press Enter, preAfter you enter the Z value and press Enter, press the ss the ss the ss the 

 Clear key to go to the main menu.  Now aim the  Clear key to go to the main menu.  Now aim the  Clear key to go to the main menu.  Now aim the  Clear key to go to the main menu.  Now aim the 

instrument at your backsight target, lock down your instrument at your backsight target, lock down your instrument at your backsight target, lock down your instrument at your backsight target, lock down your 

tangents.  tangents.  tangents.  tangents.      
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    Now you should calulate your backsight azimuth.  This is done Now you should calulate your backsight azimuth.  This is done Now you should calulate your backsight azimuth.  This is done Now you should calulate your backsight azimuth.  This is done 

by pressing the by pressing the by pressing the by pressing the  and  and  and  and  Calculate BS azimuth  Calculate BS azimuth  Calculate BS azimuth  Calculate BS azimuth 

key.  This uses the coordinate values you’ve entered to key.  This uses the coordinate values you’ve entered to key.  This uses the coordinate values you’ve entered to key.  This uses the coordinate values you’ve entered to 

calulate the azimuth from the station to the backsight and calulate the azimuth from the station to the backsight and calulate the azimuth from the station to the backsight and calulate the azimuth from the station to the backsight and 

change the horizontal angle display to that azimuth.  Once change the horizontal angle display to that azimuth.  Once change the horizontal angle display to that azimuth.  Once change the horizontal angle display to that azimuth.  Once 

you press the Calulate BS key the display will changyou press the Calulate BS key the display will changyou press the Calulate BS key the display will changyou press the Calulate BS key the display will change to the e to the e to the e to the 

theodolite screen.  For this example the display will change theodolite screen.  For this example the display will change theodolite screen.  For this example the display will change theodolite screen.  For this example the display will change 

to to to to  .  Now aim the instrument at a  .  Now aim the instrument at a  .  Now aim the instrument at a  .  Now aim the instrument at a 

sideshot target and press sideshot target and press sideshot target and press sideshot target and press  coordinate measurement  coordinate measurement  coordinate measurement  coordinate measurement 

key.  The instrument will display the coordinate value of any key.  The instrument will display the coordinate value of any key.  The instrument will display the coordinate value of any key.  The instrument will display the coordinate value of any 

ssssideshot you take.  ideshot you take.  ideshot you take.  ideshot you take.      

    

REMEMBERREMEMBERREMEMBERREMEMBER    

    

    After you take a coordinate measurement you can recall the After you take a coordinate measurement you can recall the After you take a coordinate measurement you can recall the After you take a coordinate measurement you can recall the 

Slope, Horizontal and/or Vertical Difference of hieght.Slope, Horizontal and/or Vertical Difference of hieght.Slope, Horizontal and/or Vertical Difference of hieght.Slope, Horizontal and/or Vertical Difference of hieght.    
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2.3.2.3.2.3.2.3. Sag checks on powerlines (Remote elevation)Sag checks on powerlines (Remote elevation)Sag checks on powerlines (Remote elevation)Sag checks on powerlines (Remote elevation)    

    

This routine will require taking two measurements.  The firThis routine will require taking two measurements.  The firThis routine will require taking two measurements.  The firThis routine will require taking two measurements.  The first st st st     that that that that 

you desire to get a verticle height on.  The next you desire to get a verticle height on.  The next you desire to get a verticle height on.  The next you desire to get a verticle height on.  The next     reading will be with reading will be with reading will be with reading will be with 

the the the the  Remote Elevation key  Remote Elevation key  Remote Elevation key  Remote Elevation key     which will cause the instrument to which will cause the instrument to which will cause the instrument to which will cause the instrument to 

beep continuously beep continuously beep continuously beep continuously     and if you move the verticle axis up or down and if you move the verticle axis up or down and if you move the verticle axis up or down and if you move the verticle axis up or down 

you will you will you will you will     notice the notice the notice the notice the  Ht change  Ht change  Ht change  Ht change 

vaules vaules vaules vaules     which are your clearance or depth values.  In this which are your clearance or depth values.  In this which are your clearance or depth values.  In this which are your clearance or depth values.  In this 

    routine the target height is very important since the routine the target height is very important since the routine the target height is very important since the routine the target height is very important since the 

    heights are dependent upon a correct target height.heights are dependent upon a correct target height.heights are dependent upon a correct target height.heights are dependent upon a correct target height.    

    

2.4.2.4.2.4.2.4. Missing line measurementMissing line measurementMissing line measurementMissing line measurement    

This routine also require two measurments This routine also require two measurments This routine also require two measurments This routine also require two measurments and can be used in two ways.  The and can be used in two ways.  The and can be used in two ways.  The and can be used in two ways.  The 

first will be if you want to receive a radial distances from a single point.  Take first will be if you want to receive a radial distances from a single point.  Take first will be if you want to receive a radial distances from a single point.  Take first will be if you want to receive a radial distances from a single point.  Take 

your normal reading to the first point (or your fixed point).  The second shot will your normal reading to the first point (or your fixed point).  The second shot will your normal reading to the first point (or your fixed point).  The second shot will your normal reading to the first point (or your fixed point).  The second shot will 

be to the point(s) that you wish to measure to, when tabe to the point(s) that you wish to measure to, when tabe to the point(s) that you wish to measure to, when tabe to the point(s) that you wish to measure to, when taking this shot you will use king this shot you will use king this shot you will use king this shot you will use 

the the the the  Missing Line key which will in turn take another reading to the point.   Missing Line key which will in turn take another reading to the point.   Missing Line key which will in turn take another reading to the point.   Missing Line key which will in turn take another reading to the point.  

You may continue to use this routine as an inversing routine to several points You may continue to use this routine as an inversing routine to several points You may continue to use this routine as an inversing routine to several points You may continue to use this routine as an inversing routine to several points 

from the first, your only concern is that you only usfrom the first, your only concern is that you only usfrom the first, your only concern is that you only usfrom the first, your only concern is that you only use the Missing Line key to take e the Missing Line key to take e the Missing Line key to take e the Missing Line key to take 

a reading.  a reading.  a reading.  a reading.      

    

The other option for this key is if you want to measure distances between one The other option for this key is if you want to measure distances between one The other option for this key is if you want to measure distances between one The other option for this key is if you want to measure distances between one 

point and on to the next then you will need to take a regular distance to the first point and on to the next then you will need to take a regular distance to the first point and on to the next then you will need to take a regular distance to the first point and on to the next then you will need to take a regular distance to the first 

point for the system to know what you are measuripoint for the system to know what you are measuripoint for the system to know what you are measuripoint for the system to know what you are measuring from and then the ng from and then the ng from and then the ng from and then the     

Missing line key, then take a regular reading so the base now becomes the last Missing line key, then take a regular reading so the base now becomes the last Missing line key, then take a regular reading so the base now becomes the last Missing line key, then take a regular reading so the base now becomes the last 

shot and so on and so forth, keep reading points this way.shot and so on and so forth, keep reading points this way.shot and so on and so forth, keep reading points this way.shot and so on and so forth, keep reading points this way.    

    

Remember:Remember:Remember:Remember:    Each reading in this routine needs a prism.Each reading in this routine needs a prism.Each reading in this routine needs a prism.Each reading in this routine needs a prism.    
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    2.5.2.5.2.5.2.5. StakeStakeStakeStake----outoutoutout    

2.5.1.2.5.1.2.5.1.2.5.1. Inputting stInputting stInputting stInputting stakeakeakeake----out valuesout valuesout valuesout values    

2.5.1.1.2.5.1.1.2.5.1.1.2.5.1.1.Angle & Distance stakeAngle & Distance stakeAngle & Distance stakeAngle & Distance stake----outoutoutout    

While entering data for Angle and Distance stakeWhile entering data for Angle and Distance stakeWhile entering data for Angle and Distance stakeWhile entering data for Angle and Distance stake----out you will press the out you will press the out you will press the out you will press the     

Shift key and Shift key and Shift key and Shift key and StakeStakeStakeStake----Out data key.  The display will change to Out data key.  The display will change to Out data key.  The display will change to Out data key.  The display will change to 

 and the D. will be fl and the D. will be fl and the D. will be fl and the D. will be flashing allowing you to enter the ashing allowing you to enter the ashing allowing you to enter the ashing allowing you to enter the 

distance, then press distance, then press distance, then press distance, then press  enter to move to the horizontal angle and now HAR  enter to move to the horizontal angle and now HAR  enter to move to the horizontal angle and now HAR  enter to move to the horizontal angle and now HAR 

should be flashing and you can enter in your horizontal angle and then press should be flashing and you can enter in your horizontal angle and then press should be flashing and you can enter in your horizontal angle and then press should be flashing and you can enter in your horizontal angle and then press 

 Enter to accept this entry. Enter to accept this entry. Enter to accept this entry. Enter to accept this entry.    

    

RemembRemembRemembRemember:er:er:er:    If at any time during entry of this data you can press the If at any time during entry of this data you can press the If at any time during entry of this data you can press the If at any time during entry of this data you can press the     

Clear key to erase an entry if you haven’t already accepted it.Clear key to erase an entry if you haven’t already accepted it.Clear key to erase an entry if you haven’t already accepted it.Clear key to erase an entry if you haven’t already accepted it.    

2.5.1.2.2.5.1.2.2.5.1.2.2.5.1.2.Coordinate stakeCoordinate stakeCoordinate stakeCoordinate stake----outoutoutout    

To enter a coordinate for stakeTo enter a coordinate for stakeTo enter a coordinate for stakeTo enter a coordinate for stake----out you will push the out you will push the out you will push the out you will push the  Shift and  Shift and  Shift and  Shift and     

StakeStakeStakeStake----Out key to get to the coordinate menu, which will give you the following Out key to get to the coordinate menu, which will give you the following Out key to get to the coordinate menu, which will give you the following Out key to get to the coordinate menu, which will give you the following 

display.  display.  display.  display.   Press the number 3 key for S Press the number 3 key for S Press the number 3 key for S Press the number 3 key for S----O point data O point data O point data O point data 

which will then take you into a coordinate entry option similar to regular which will then take you into a coordinate entry option similar to regular which will then take you into a coordinate entry option similar to regular which will then take you into a coordinate entry option similar to regular 

coordinate entcoordinate entcoordinate entcoordinate entry (section 2.2.3).  The N will flash for your entry of that value and ry (section 2.2.3).  The N will flash for your entry of that value and ry (section 2.2.3).  The N will flash for your entry of that value and ry (section 2.2.3).  The N will flash for your entry of that value and 

so on.so on.so on.so on.    

    

You now have values ented for a StakeYou now have values ented for a StakeYou now have values ented for a StakeYou now have values ented for a Stake----out point.out point.out point.out point.    
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    2.5.2.2.5.2.2.5.2.2.5.2. Setting out stakeSetting out stakeSetting out stakeSetting out stake----out valuesout valuesout valuesout values    

2.5.2.1.2.5.2.1.2.5.2.1.2.5.2.1.Angle & Distance stakeAngle & Distance stakeAngle & Distance stakeAngle & Distance stake----outoutoutout    

    

To go through the angle & distance is done in two steps.  First you wilTo go through the angle & distance is done in two steps.  First you wilTo go through the angle & distance is done in two steps.  First you wilTo go through the angle & distance is done in two steps.  First you will turn the l turn the l turn the l turn the 

angle to be set out by selecting the angle to be set out by selecting the angle to be set out by selecting the angle to be set out by selecting the  Stake Stake Stake Stake----Out Key and the Out Key and the Out Key and the Out Key and the     

Horizontal angle key. which will give you a screen that looks like the following:Horizontal angle key. which will give you a screen that looks like the following:Horizontal angle key. which will give you a screen that looks like the following:Horizontal angle key. which will give you a screen that looks like the following:    

    
The top numbe will count down to zero and thThe top numbe will count down to zero and thThe top numbe will count down to zero and thThe top numbe will count down to zero and the bottom number will eventually e bottom number will eventually e bottom number will eventually e bottom number will eventually 

read the exact angle you entered as the stakeread the exact angle you entered as the stakeread the exact angle you entered as the stakeread the exact angle you entered as the stake----out angle.  The next phase of this out angle.  The next phase of this out angle.  The next phase of this out angle.  The next phase of this 

stakestakestakestake----out is the distance.  At this point again you select the out is the distance.  At this point again you select the out is the distance.  At this point again you select the out is the distance.  At this point again you select the  Stake Stake Stake Stake----Out Out Out Out 

Key and then the appropriate distance type, eitherKey and then the appropriate distance type, eitherKey and then the appropriate distance type, eitherKey and then the appropriate distance type, either     ,  ,  ,  ,  or,  or,  or,  or,     

depending upon what you entered to be staked out, typically the distance will be depending upon what you entered to be staked out, typically the distance will be depending upon what you entered to be staked out, typically the distance will be depending upon what you entered to be staked out, typically the distance will be 

a horizontal distance.a horizontal distance.a horizontal distance.a horizontal distance.    

    

2.5.2.2.2.5.2.2.2.5.2.2.2.5.2.2.Coordinate stakeCoordinate stakeCoordinate stakeCoordinate stake----outoutoutout    

The steps needed to stake out a coordinate are as follows:The steps needed to stake out a coordinate are as follows:The steps needed to stake out a coordinate are as follows:The steps needed to stake out a coordinate are as follows:    

PresPresPresPress the Stakes the Stakes the Stakes the Stake----Out Key and then the Coordinate measuring Key and at this Out Key and then the Coordinate measuring Key and at this Out Key and then the Coordinate measuring Key and at this Out Key and then the Coordinate measuring Key and at this 

point you will get values that show you how far you are from the intended point. point you will get values that show you how far you are from the intended point. point you will get values that show you how far you are from the intended point. point you will get values that show you how far you are from the intended point. 

The values mean as follows:The values mean as follows:The values mean as follows:The values mean as follows:    

    
    

The values only update on each reading to a prism.The values only update on each reading to a prism.The values only update on each reading to a prism.The values only update on each reading to a prism.    
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    3.3.3.3. UsingUsingUsingUsing the on the on the on the on----board data collector (“C” Series)board data collector (“C” Series)board data collector (“C” Series)board data collector (“C” Series)    

3.1.3.1.3.1.3.1. Data collection optionsData collection optionsData collection optionsData collection options    

The data collection options are found after selecting the The data collection options are found after selecting the The data collection options are found after selecting the The data collection options are found after selecting the  Record Key, they  Record Key, they  Record Key, they  Record Key, they 

are listed as follows:are listed as follows:are listed as follows:are listed as follows:    

    

S,V,HS,V,HS,V,HS,V,H            Slope distance, Verticle angle, Horizontal angleSlope distance, Verticle angle, Horizontal angleSlope distance, Verticle angle, Horizontal angleSlope distance, Verticle angle, Horizontal angle    

S,V,H (offset)S,V,H (offset)S,V,H (offset)S,V,H (offset)    Slope, verticle, horizontal, with an offsetSlope, verticle, horizontal, with an offsetSlope, verticle, horizontal, with an offsetSlope, verticle, horizontal, with an offset    

V,H, TiltV,H, TiltV,H, TiltV,H, Tilt        Verticle angle, Horizontal angle, tilt correction readingsVerticle angle, Horizontal angle, tilt correction readingsVerticle angle, Horizontal angle, tilt correction readingsVerticle angle, Horizontal angle, tilt correction readings    

N,E,ZN,E,ZN,E,ZN,E,Z            coordinates coordinates coordinates coordinates ---- North, East, & Elevation North, East, & Elevation North, East, & Elevation North, East, & Elevation    

N,E,Z + S, V, HN,E,Z + S, V, HN,E,Z + S, V, HN,E,Z + S, V, H    Both coordinates Both coordinates Both coordinates Both coordinates ---- North, East, & Elevation & Slope  North, East, & Elevation & Slope  North, East, & Elevation & Slope  North, East, & Elevation & Slope         

        distance, Verticle angdistance, Verticle angdistance, Verticle angdistance, Verticle angle, Horizontal anglele, Horizontal anglele, Horizontal anglele, Horizontal angle    

NoteNoteNoteNote            AlphaAlphaAlphaAlpha----numeric informationnumeric informationnumeric informationnumeric information    

Station dataStation dataStation dataStation data        Date, Station ID, Code, Intrument Ht, Temp, Pressure, Date, Station ID, Code, Intrument Ht, Temp, Pressure, Date, Station ID, Code, Intrument Ht, Temp, Pressure, Date, Station ID, Code, Intrument Ht, Temp, Pressure,         

        C&R Correction, Prism constant, Tilt on or off, and C&R Correction, Prism constant, Tilt on or off, and C&R Correction, Prism constant, Tilt on or off, and C&R Correction, Prism constant, Tilt on or off, and             

    Coordinates (North, East & Elevation)Coordinates (North, East & Elevation)Coordinates (North, East & Elevation)Coordinates (North, East & Elevation)    

Instr IDInstr IDInstr IDInstr ID        Instrument type and SerialInstrument type and SerialInstrument type and SerialInstrument type and Serial Number Number Number Number    

    

The following screen will show you an example of the recording screen.The following screen will show you an example of the recording screen.The following screen will show you an example of the recording screen.The following screen will show you an example of the recording screen.    

    

To scroll throgth the options use the To scroll throgth the options use the To scroll throgth the options use the To scroll throgth the options use the  Recall key and the  Recall key and the  Recall key and the  Recall key and the     

StakeStakeStakeStake----Out key.  To select one of the options for a reading Out key.  To select one of the options for a reading Out key.  To select one of the options for a reading Out key.  To select one of the options for a reading press the press the press the press the  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes 

Key and to exit press the Key and to exit press the Key and to exit press the Key and to exit press the  No Key. No Key. No Key. No Key.    
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    Card Menu OptionsCard Menu OptionsCard Menu OptionsCard Menu Options    

    

The card menu options are found by selecting the Menu Key and then pressing The card menu options are found by selecting the Menu Key and then pressing The card menu options are found by selecting the Menu Key and then pressing The card menu options are found by selecting the Menu Key and then pressing 

the 2 Key for Card, they are listed as follows:the 2 Key for Card, they are listed as follows:the 2 Key for Card, they are listed as follows:the 2 Key for Card, they are listed as follows:    

    

Job/fileJob/fileJob/fileJob/file        Creating, selCreating, selCreating, selCreating, selecting, or deleting a jobecting, or deleting a jobecting, or deleting a jobecting, or deleting a job    

formatformatformatformat        Formats the cardFormats the cardFormats the cardFormats the card    

write protectwrite protectwrite protectwrite protect    turns write protect on or enables cardturns write protect on or enables cardturns write protect on or enables cardturns write protect on or enables card    

data readdata readdata readdata read            

data writedata writedata writedata write    

data outputdata outputdata outputdata output    

commscommscommscomms        communicate with computer softwarecommunicate with computer softwarecommunicate with computer softwarecommunicate with computer software    

    

3.2.3.2.3.2.3.2. Erasing or formatting the cardErasing or formatting the cardErasing or formatting the cardErasing or formatting the card    

If using a new card you must format it.  ToIf using a new card you must format it.  ToIf using a new card you must format it.  ToIf using a new card you must format it.  To do so press the  do so press the  do so press the  do so press the  Menu Key and  Menu Key and  Menu Key and  Menu Key and 

then select the 2 Key for Card operations, then you must use either the then select the 2 Key for Card operations, then you must use either the then select the 2 Key for Card operations, then you must use either the then select the 2 Key for Card operations, then you must use either the     

Recall Key to move up in the stack or Recall Key to move up in the stack or Recall Key to move up in the stack or Recall Key to move up in the stack or  Stake Stake Stake Stake----Out to move down in the Out to move down in the Out to move down in the Out to move down in the 

stack to the format optionstack to the format optionstack to the format optionstack to the format option, as shown below., as shown below., as shown below., as shown below.    

    

            
    

You can now press the 1 Key to begin the formatting process and then the You can now press the 1 Key to begin the formatting process and then the You can now press the 1 Key to begin the formatting process and then the You can now press the 1 Key to begin the formatting process and then the 

message diskplayed will say Fomat end.message diskplayed will say Fomat end.message diskplayed will say Fomat end.message diskplayed will say Fomat end.    

    

To erase a job from the card you begin by pressing the To erase a job from the card you begin by pressing the To erase a job from the card you begin by pressing the To erase a job from the card you begin by pressing the  Menu Key and  Menu Key and  Menu Key and  Menu Key and 

then select the 2 Key for Card operations.  Then you will need to scroll through then select the 2 Key for Card operations.  Then you will need to scroll through then select the 2 Key for Card operations.  Then you will need to scroll through then select the 2 Key for Card operations.  Then you will need to scroll through 

the options to get to the following screen: the options to get to the following screen: the options to get to the following screen: the options to get to the following screen: , then press , then press , then press , then press 

the the the the  Yes key to go into that option and then the follow Yes key to go into that option and then the follow Yes key to go into that option and then the follow Yes key to go into that option and then the following screen will be ing screen will be ing screen will be ing screen will be 
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displayed displayed displayed displayed .  Now press the 3 Key to go into the .  Now press the 3 Key to go into the .  Now press the 3 Key to go into the .  Now press the 3 Key to go into the 

delete options.  You will then see the next screen delete options.  You will then see the next screen delete options.  You will then see the next screen delete options.  You will then see the next screen     

which allows you to scroll through the jobs on the card using the which allows you to scroll through the jobs on the card using the which allows you to scroll through the jobs on the card using the which allows you to scroll through the jobs on the card using the  and  and  and  and 

 to get to the Job that you want to delete and then press the  to get to the Job that you want to delete and then press the  to get to the Job that you want to delete and then press the  to get to the Job that you want to delete and then press the  Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes 

key when you are sure that you have selected the one you want to delete.key when you are sure that you have selected the one you want to delete.key when you are sure that you have selected the one you want to delete.key when you are sure that you have selected the one you want to delete.    

3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3. Starting a new jobStarting a new jobStarting a new jobStarting a new job    

    

To start a new job on the card you begin by pressing the To start a new job on the card you begin by pressing the To start a new job on the card you begin by pressing the To start a new job on the card you begin by pressing the   Menu Key and   Menu Key and   Menu Key and   Menu Key and 

then select the 2 Key for Card operations.  Then you will need to scroll through then select the 2 Key for Card operations.  Then you will need to scroll through then select the 2 Key for Card operations.  Then you will need to scroll through then select the 2 Key for Card operations.  Then you will need to scroll through 

the options to get to the following screen: the options to get to the following screen: the options to get to the following screen: the options to get to the following screen: , then press , then press , then press , then press 

the the the the  Yes key to go into that option and then the followi Yes key to go into that option and then the followi Yes key to go into that option and then the followi Yes key to go into that option and then the following screen will be ng screen will be ng screen will be ng screen will be 

displayed displayed displayed displayed .  Now press the 1 Key to create a new job.  .  Now press the 1 Key to create a new job.  .  Now press the 1 Key to create a new job.  .  Now press the 1 Key to create a new job.  

You will then see the next screen You will then see the next screen You will then see the next screen You will then see the next screen  and you will notice  and you will notice  and you will notice  and you will notice 

that the word “Job” flashes to prompt for the input of a Job name.  To get to that the word “Job” flashes to prompt for the input of a Job name.  To get to that the word “Job” flashes to prompt for the input of a Job name.  To get to that the word “Job” flashes to prompt for the input of a Job name.  To get to 

more lettersmore lettersmore lettersmore letters of the alphabet you may need to press the Recall Key and the Stake of the alphabet you may need to press the Recall Key and the Stake of the alphabet you may need to press the Recall Key and the Stake of the alphabet you may need to press the Recall Key and the Stake----

Out Key to scroll through the options.Out Key to scroll through the options.Out Key to scroll through the options.Out Key to scroll through the options.
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3.4.3.4.3.4.3.4. Using the code stack featureUsing the code stack featureUsing the code stack featureUsing the code stack feature    

    

In using this option you can store a list of features in a stack that can be recalled In using this option you can store a list of features in a stack that can be recalled In using this option you can store a list of features in a stack that can be recalled In using this option you can store a list of features in a stack that can be recalled 

when taking a shot and entering when taking a shot and entering when taking a shot and entering when taking a shot and entering a code.  The operations available for feature a code.  The operations available for feature a code.  The operations available for feature a code.  The operations available for feature 

code entry are as follows:code entry are as follows:code entry are as follows:code entry are as follows:    

    

viewviewviewview            allows you to view the current list of codes in a stackallows you to view the current list of codes in a stackallows you to view the current list of codes in a stackallows you to view the current list of codes in a stack    

card => stackcard => stackcard => stackcard => stack    moves a feature code file from the card to the memory moves a feature code file from the card to the memory moves a feature code file from the card to the memory moves a feature code file from the card to the memory     

            stack of the instrumentstack of the instrumentstack of the instrumentstack of the instrument    

card <= stackcard <= stackcard <= stackcard <= stack    moves a fmoves a fmoves a fmoves a feature code stack from the memory stack of eature code stack from the memory stack of eature code stack from the memory stack of eature code stack from the memory stack of     

            the instrument to a file on the cardthe instrument to a file on the cardthe instrument to a file on the cardthe instrument to a file on the card    

stack +stack +stack +stack +        allows you to add feature codes to the stackallows you to add feature codes to the stackallows you to add feature codes to the stackallows you to add feature codes to the stack    

stack  stack  stack  stack  ----        allows you to delete a feature code from the stackallows you to delete a feature code from the stackallows you to delete a feature code from the stackallows you to delete a feature code from the stack    

    

To get into the above options you need to select the To get into the above options you need to select the To get into the above options you need to select the To get into the above options you need to select the  Menu Key and then  Menu Key and then  Menu Key and then  Menu Key and then 

press the 3 Key for Code operations.  You will use the press the 3 Key for Code operations.  You will use the press the 3 Key for Code operations.  You will use the press the 3 Key for Code operations.  You will use the  Recall Key and  Recall Key and  Recall Key and  Recall Key and 

the the the the  Stake Stake Stake Stake----Out Key to move through the options available.  You will see Out Key to move through the options available.  You will see Out Key to move through the options available.  You will see Out Key to move through the options available.  You will see 

the next screen displayed, the next screen displayed, the next screen displayed, the next screen displayed, , to select the option you , to select the option you , to select the option you , to select the option you 

want press the want press the want press the want press the  Yes Key. Yes Key. Yes Key. Yes Key.
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3.5.3.5.3.5.3.5. Reviewing your dataReviewing your dataReviewing your dataReviewing your data    

To view the data stored on the card you first press the To view the data stored on the card you first press the To view the data stored on the card you first press the To view the data stored on the card you first press the  Recall Key and  Recall Key and  Recall Key and  Recall Key and 

then the then the then the then the  Record Key, which displays the followi Record Key, which displays the followi Record Key, which displays the followi Record Key, which displays the following screen, ng screen, ng screen, ng screen, 

.  If the job that shows up is the correct one that you .  If the job that shows up is the correct one that you .  If the job that shows up is the correct one that you .  If the job that shows up is the correct one that you 

want to review then press the want to review then press the want to review then press the want to review then press the  Yes Key.  If it is not the job that you want  Yes Key.  If it is not the job that you want  Yes Key.  If it is not the job that you want  Yes Key.  If it is not the job that you want 

press the press the press the press the  No Key which will then give you the following No Key which will then give you the following No Key which will then give you the following No Key which will then give you the following screen,  screen,  screen,  screen, 

 to allow you to scroll through a list of jobs available.   to allow you to scroll through a list of jobs available.   to allow you to scroll through a list of jobs available.   to allow you to scroll through a list of jobs available.  

Once you have the job you want press the Once you have the job you want press the Once you have the job you want press the Once you have the job you want press the  Yes Key, which will give you  Yes Key, which will give you  Yes Key, which will give you  Yes Key, which will give you 

the following screen, the following screen, the following screen, the following screen, .  Now you may use the .  Now you may use the .  Now you may use the .  Now you may use the     

Recall Key and the Recall Key and the Recall Key and the Recall Key and the  Stake Stake Stake Stake----Out Key to scroll through the data available to Out Key to scroll through the data available to Out Key to scroll through the data available to Out Key to scroll through the data available to 

viewing.  Once you get to a point that you want to see detailed data about press viewing.  Once you get to a point that you want to see detailed data about press viewing.  Once you get to a point that you want to see detailed data about press viewing.  Once you get to a point that you want to see detailed data about press 

the the the the  Yes Key and you will receive the following screen(s): Yes Key and you will receive the following screen(s): Yes Key and you will receive the following screen(s): Yes Key and you will receive the following screen(s):    

        

    ....
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4.4.4.4. Troubleshooting and error messagesTroubleshooting and error messagesTroubleshooting and error messagesTroubleshooting and error messages    

    

Error codes showing up on the intruments are as follows:Error codes showing up on the intruments are as follows:Error codes showing up on the intruments are as follows:Error codes showing up on the intruments are as follows:    

    

All errors in the 100 range are angle reading errors (ie 110 All errors in the 100 range are angle reading errors (ie 110 All errors in the 100 range are angle reading errors (ie 110 All errors in the 100 range are angle reading errors (ie 110 ---- Horizontal Signa Horizontal Signa Horizontal Signa Horizontal Signal out l out l out l out 

of working range)of working range)of working range)of working range)    

    

    Even numbers are HorizontalEven numbers are HorizontalEven numbers are HorizontalEven numbers are Horizontal    

    Odd numbers are VerticalOdd numbers are VerticalOdd numbers are VerticalOdd numbers are Vertical    

    

EDM errors are in the 200 range, (ie 205 EDM errors are in the 200 range, (ie 205 EDM errors are in the 200 range, (ie 205 EDM errors are in the 200 range, (ie 205 ---- Power to EDM not sufficient) Power to EDM not sufficient) Power to EDM not sufficient) Power to EDM not sufficient)    

    

If powering on unit that has not been used for a period of time show error, you If powering on unit that has not been used for a period of time show error, you If powering on unit that has not been used for a period of time show error, you If powering on unit that has not been used for a period of time show error, you 

may just turn the unitmay just turn the unitmay just turn the unitmay just turn the unit off and back on again to clear up the error. off and back on again to clear up the error. off and back on again to clear up the error. off and back on again to clear up the error.    

    

Many of the errors are caused by a low power signal.Many of the errors are caused by a low power signal.Many of the errors are caused by a low power signal.Many of the errors are caused by a low power signal.    


